Hello! Welcome to Sizmek.
Sizmek fuels digital advertising campaigns for advertisers and agencies around the world with the
most cutting-edge technology to engage audiences across any screen. For the last 15 years, Sizmek
has proudly pioneered industry firsts in digital, including rich media, video and online targeted
advertising across channels.
Where in the world are we?
Global is our heritage. We have focused on building our digital footprint since day one. Not with
massive call centers thousands of miles away, but by investing in people in the market. And it’s all to
help marketers extend beyond borders.
Sizmek has offices in over 70 countries, and a worldwide network of nearly 900 employees, every
one of them dedicated, and sipping coffee somewhere in the world right now.
What do we need?
We are seeking a QA coordinator to join our Q&A team in Belgrade.
Key responsibilities:




Test ads or tags according to checklist or test plan
o Test thoroughly, not skipping any relevant parts of the product
o Test efficiently, not wasting time with irrelevant/redundant testing
o Meet test deadlines
o Negotiate unrealistic deadlines to determine compromise between complete and fast
testing
o Report clear, reproducible bugs
o Maintain accurate records of all testing performed
Assist creative team with reproducing errors in ads

What will you need to succeed?








Conversational and written fluency in English is a prerequisite.
Basic technical understanding of ad functionality (HTML, XML, ActionScript, JavaScript, etc.).
You don’t need to be able to code websites (thought it helps) but you do need to be able to
view and interpret page source and use various web debugger tools such as a DOM Inspector,
an HTTP debugging proxy, and others.
Ability to explain technical issues in plain English.
Ability to quickly learn new software and platforms, as proficiency in MDX platform will be
necessary.
Ability to maintain beneficial cross-departmental relationships.
Ability to problem solve, act proactively, and make good judgment calls.




Familiarity with various mobile devices and test strategies a plus.
Familiarity with online advertising industry and understanding of campaign process is a plus.

Please submit your CV (and optionally cover letter) in English to: serbiajobs@sizmek.com
Only short listed candidates will be contacted.

